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õäë: 533, 536PACS: 77.80.-e, 77.80.Bh, 77.84.Fa÷ÐÌÉ× ÚÏ×Î¦ÛÎØÏÇÏ ÔÉÓËÕ ÎÁ ÆÁÚÏ×ÉÊ ÐÅÒÅÈ¦Ä ¦ Æ¦ÚÉÞÎ¦ ×ÌÁ-ÓÔÉ×ÏÓÔ¦ ÁÎÔÉÓÅÇÎÅÔÏÅÌÅËÔÒÉË¦× ÔÉÐÕ ND4D2PO4.ò.ò.ìÅ×ÉÃØËÉÊ, á.ð.íÏ§ÎÁ, ¶.ò.úÁÞÅËáÎÏÔÁÃ¦Ñ. îÁ ÏÓÎÏ×¦ ÚÁÐÒÏÐÏÎÏ×ÁÎÏ§ ÒÁÎ¦ÛÅ ÍÏÄÅÌ¦ ÄÏÓÌ¦ÄÖÅÎÏ ×ÐÌÉ×Ç¦ÄÒÏÓÔÁÔÉÞÎÏÇÏ ÔÁ ÏÄÎÏ×¦ÓÎÏÇÏ �3 ÔÉÓË¦× ÎÁ Æ¦ÚÉÞÎ¦ ×ÌÁÓÔÉ×ÏÓÔ¦ ËÒÉÓÔÁÌ¦×ÔÉÐÕ DADP. ÷ ËÌÁÓÔÅÒÎÏÍÕ ÎÁÂÌÉÖÅÎÎ¦ ÒÏÚÒÁÈÏ×ÁÎÏ ÔÅÐÌÏ×¦, ÓÔÁÔÉÞÎ¦ ¦ÄÉÎÁÍ¦ÞÎ¦ Ä¦ÅÌÅËÔÒÉÞÎ¦ ÈÁÒÁËÔÅÒÉÓÔÉËÉ DADP ÔÁ ÏÔÒÉÍÁÎÏ §È ÍÏÖÌÉ×¦ÚÁÌÅÖÎÏÓÔ¦ ×¦Ä ÔÉÓË¦×, ÝÏ ÒÏÚÇÌÑÄÁÀÔØÓÑ. ðÒÏ×ÅÄÅÎÏ ÄÅÔÁÌØÎÉÊ ÞÉÓÌÏ-×ÉÊ ÁÎÁÌ¦Ú ÏÔÒÉÍÁÎÉÈ ÒÅÚÕÌØÔÁÔ¦×. ðÏËÁÚÁÎÏ, ÝÏ ÐÒÉ ÎÁÌÅÖÎÏÍÕ ×ÉÂÏÒ¦ÐÁÒÁÍÅÔÒ¦× ÔÅÏÒ¦§, ÏÔÒÉÍÕ¤ÔØÓÑ ÚÁÄÏ×¦ÌØÎÉÊ Ë¦ÌØË¦ÓÎÉÊ ÏÐÉÓ ÅËÓÐÅÒÉÍÅÎ-ÔÁÌØÎÉÈ ÄÁÎÉÈ ÄÌÑ ÚÁÌÅÖÎÏÓÔ¦ ÔÅÍÐÅÒÁÔÕÒÉ ÆÁÚÏ×ÏÇÏ ÐÅÒÅÈÏÄÕ ËÒÉÓÔÁÌÕDADP ×¦Ä Ç¦ÄÒÏÓÔÁÔÉÞÎÏÇÏ ÔÉÓËÕ. ÷ÓÔÁÎÏ×ÌÅÎÏ, ÝÏ ÅÆÅËÔÉ, ×ÉËÌÉËÁÎ¦ ÚÏ×-Î¦ÛÎ¦ÍÉ ÔÉÓËÁÍÉ × ËÒÉÓÔÁÌÁÈ DKDP ¦ DADP, ÍÏÖÌÉ×Ï ÏÐÉÓÁÔÉ × ÒÁÍËÁÈ¤ÄÉÎÏÇÏ Ð¦ÄÈÏÄÕ.External pressure inuence on phase transition and physicalproperties of ND4D2PO4-type antiferroelectrics.R.R.Levitskii, A.P.Moina, I.R.ZachekAbstract. On the basis of the proposed microscopic model, we study thee�ects of hydrostatic and uniaxial �3 pressures on the physical properties of aDADP crystal. The thermal, static and dynamic dielectric properties of a con-sidered crystal are investigated within the cluster approximation. A thoroughnumerical analysis of obtained results is performed. Proper choice of the the-ory parameters we obtain a satisfactory description of experimental results forpressure dependence of the transition temperature of DADP. On the basis ofcarried calculations, we obtain possible dependences of physical characteristicson the uniaxial �3 and hydrostatic stresses. We show that it is possible to de-scribe the pressure e�ects on antiferroelectric DADP and ferroelectric DKDPcrystals within the same model. Further experimental study of uniaxial andhydrostatic pressure e�ects on the physical properties of considered crystals isrequired.ðÏÄÁ¤ÔØÓÑ ÄÏ Molecular Physics ReportsSubmitted to Molecular Physics Reportsc ¶ÎÓÔÉÔÕÔ Æ¦ÚÉËÉ ËÏÎÄÅÎÓÏ×ÁÎÉÈ ÓÉÓÔÅÍ 1997Institute for Condensed Matter Physics 1997



1 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ1. IntroductionAmongst compounds obtained by isomorphic substitution of heavy ionsin KH2PO4 (KDP), the ammonium salts (NH4H2PO4, NH4H2AsO4)are of particular interest, for they undergo an antiferroelectric phasetransition.In the paraelectric phase an NH4H2PO4 crystal (ADP) is isomorphicto KDP (the space group I42d with four molecules in the unit cell) [1,2].The PO4 tetrahedra are connected with each other and with ammoniumgroups NH4 by a three-dimensional network of hydrogen bonds. Thebonds O-H: : :O are shorter, more stable and less temperature dependentthan the bonds N-H: : :O. Transition to the low temperature phase isaccompanied by distortion of the unit cell (the space group P212121); theatoms of nitrogen and phosphorus shift in the direction perpendicularto the c-axis of the crystal; the tetrahedra NH4 and PO4 distort andpolarize, so that the neighbouring along the c-axis NH4 and PO4 groupsare polarized in the opposite directions. The number of molecules perunit cell does not change.In the crystals of ADP type, a clear �rst-order phase transition isobserved, accompanied by a pronounced temperature hysteresis and adiscontinuities of both dielectric permittivities [3,4]. The transverse per-mittivity is much higher than the longitudinal one; its temperature de-pendence is more pronounced. The crystal possesses piezoelectric prop-erties in the paraelectric phase.The physical properties of ADP type crystals as well as those ofKDP, are strongly a�ected by deuteration [3{6,10,7{9]. The transitiontemperature TN increases from 148 K in ADP to 245 K in completelydeuterated ND4D2PO4 (DADP). The thermal and dielectric responseschange with deuteration correspondingly.The properties of ADP are perceptibly dependent on external pres-sure. For instance, the transition temperatures TN of ADP and DADP aswell as of KDP and DKDP crystals decrease with pressure linearly [10](@TN=@p = �3:4 K/kbar in ADP, @TN=@p = �1:4 K/kbar in DADP).At a higher pressure, the decrease of TN in ADP becomes nonlinear, andTN becomes zero at p = 33 kbar, (the ordered phase vanishes) [11]. Thetransverse dielectric permittivity of ADP decreases with pressure in theparaelectric phase and increases in the antiferroelectric [11]. The inu-ence of hydrostatic pressure on the elastic properties of the paraelectricADP has been studied by Fritz [12]. It has been revealed that the elasticconstants c11 and c33 increase with pressure linearly, while the behaviourof c44 and c66 is nonlinear.

ICMP{97{03E 2Little data about pressure inuence on the crystal structure of ADPare available. However, it is known that the transition temperature ofADP and DADP, as well as of KDP, is a linear function of the distance� between two H(D)-sites on O-H(D): : :O bond and turns to zero at�c = 0:2�A [13{15]. Moreover, at equal (within 0.01�A) �, the transitiontemperatures of KDP, DKDP, ADP and DADP crystals coincide.Interesting information can be obtained from the Raman spectra ofthese crystals [16,17]. In the antiferroelectric crystals of this type, nocritical soft mode in the centre of the Brillouin zone is expected or de-tected. However, in Raman spectra of ADP, the active proton modes ofB2 and E symmetries are observed. Their temperature dependence is ofgreat interest, for these modes give the dominant contribution to the di-electric permittivity of the crystal. The estimated in [16,17] contributionof the B2 mode is in agreement with the data of [18] obtained in theultrahigh frequency region.Pronounced isotopic dependence of the transition temperature, ther-mal, and dielectric responses of ADP type antiferroelectrics, the pecu-liarities of the behaviour of their characteristics in the vicinity of thetransition point, and the data of [19,20] suggest the strong connectionbetween the phase transition in these antiferroelectrics and the orderingof protons on O-H: : :O bonds, coupled to the lattice vibrations.Usually, the antiferroelectric character of proton ordering in ADP isexplained under assumption that the lateral (not up-down ones as inthe KDP case) proton con�gurations have the lowest energy, that is,the Slater parameter " is negative. At �rst, this idea was proposed byNagamiya [21]. However, he didn't explain the phase transition. It shouldbe noted that the system with the short-range proton correlations alonehas as many as three con�gurations with the same energy, and only oneof these con�gurations is antiferroelectric [22{24]. The phase transitionscan be described only if the long-range proton interactions are taken intoaccount [22]. Senko [25] was not able to explain the phase transition inADP either, even though he considered the long-range interactions.The neutron scattering measurements by Hewat (see [16] has provento be very important for understanding of the phase transition mecha-nism in ADP. The character of proton ordering found here correspondsto the one assumed by Nagamiya [21]. Existence of the lateral protoncon�gurations in the low-temperature phase of ADP crystals was alsoa�rmed by Raman scattering measurements [26,27]. At the same time,these experiments reveal that at T > TN, groups H2PO�4 (D2PO�4 ) havethe symmetry C2, i.e. protons form up-down, not lateral (C1) con�gura-tions. This conclusion was based on the fact that the modes allowed in C1



3 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔsymmetry but forbidden in C2 were not detected in the Raman spectraof �( ��z)� geometry. These results agree well with the idea by Schmidt[28] that the antiferroelectricity in ADP type crystals results from ad-ditional NH4-mediated short-range interactions between hydrogens, theSlater energy being positive, rather than from long-range interactionsand negative Slater energy.Apparently, the peculiarities of proton ordering in ADP type crystalsresult from presence of ammonium ions NH4 and of additional hydrogenbonds N�H: : :O. Each oxygen atom in these crystals in connected byH-bonds with another oxygen of a neighbouring PO4 group and with anitrogen atom of a neighbouring ammonium group NH4. The ion NH4 isshifted to the o�-centre position, so that two hydrogen bonds connectingthe nitrogen atom of this group with oxygens, become longer than theother two [2]. If an oxygen atom is linked to a nitrogen by the longerbond, then a proton on O�H: : :O bond, attached to this oxygen, is lo-cated in position close to the oxygen, and vice versa, if the N�H: : :Obond is short, the proton on the O�H: : :O bond is located in positionsaway from the oxygen. The role of these structural features of ammo-nium salts is discussed by Matsushita and Matsubara [29]. They showthat these features lead to e�ective antiferroelectric interaction betweenprotons on O�H: : :O bonds.The fact that in the paraelectric phase ADP crystal is isomorphicto KDP and the qualitative similarity of pressure and temperature de-pendences of various physical characteristics of KDP and ADP suggestthe necessity to look for a single theory of the phase transitions in thesecrystals.At the moment, there exist two di�erent approaches to this problem.According to one of them [22,30], the phase transition takes place due toordering of H2PO4 dipoles, protons forming lateral con�gurations. Thelong-range dipole-dipole interactions are essential here.The other approach [23,24,31,32] is based on the proton orderingmodel. Using this model, Levitskii et al proposed the �rst consistentstatistical theory of ferro- and antiferroelectric crystals of KDP family[23,24]. The theory takes into account the short-range correlations be-tween protons on O�H: : :O bonds as well as the long-range interactionsbetween them. Within the four-particle cluster approximation, the freeenergy of proton subsystem is calculated and studied, and the possibletypes of proton ordering in these crystals are established. It is shown thatantiferroelectric transition is possible only if the long-range interactionsare taken into account.According to this model, polarization along the antiferroelectric axes
ICMP{97{03E 4a or b, induced by electric �eld, is created by dipole moments of hydrogenbonds directed along the axis along with the displacements of heavy ionsin the b plane, accompanying proton ordering. Hydrogen bonds attachedto a given PO4 group contribute to polarizations along both a and b axes.In contrast to this, in [22], polarization is attributed to H2PO4 dipoles,where each dipole can be polarized only along one of the a or b axes. As aresult, the expressions for the transverse dielectric permittivity obtainedin [23,31] and [22] are di�erent, even though a proper choice of �ttingparameters yields a satisfactory description of experimental data in bothcases.Levitskii et al [34{36] explored the dynamic aspects of the ADP anti-ferroelectrics. In [35,36], they thoroughly study the two-sublattice modelof ADP, considering two polarized in the opposite directions sublatticesof protons tunnelling on O�H: : :O bonds. In [34], the proton-lattice cou-pling is also taken into account. It is shown that in the spectrum of ADPexcitations, there is a soft mode, which frequency tends to zero at thetransition point at k! kZ ; kZ are the wavevectors of the Z-point in theBrillouin zone. This result is in agreement with the data of quasielasticneutron scattering by ADP [37].In order to study the dynamic properties of KDP type ferroelectric,the Bloch method is also used (see, for instance [38]). Although thismethod allows to taken into account tunnelling e�ects, it does have a veryserious drawback, resulting from the mean �eld approximation involved.A large part of studies on the dynamics of these crystals is based onthe stochastic Glauber model [39]. Yoshimitsu and Matsubara [40], laterHavlin et al [41] and Levitskii et al [42{45] proposed the kinetic modelof ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics of KDP type and used it for theinvestigation of the transverse and longitudinal relaxation in deuteratedDKDP and DADP crystals.A microscopic theory of the pressure e�ects in ADP type crystals hadnot been yet developed. Such a theory would be able to shed some lighton the long-pending problem about the nature of the phase transition inthese crystals.The model of a strained K(H1�xDx)2PO4 -type crystal was proposedby Stasyuk in [46,47]. Its quantitative analysis for the case of pressureswhich do not lower the system symmetry is performed in [48{51]. Wefound the set of theory parameters providing a satisfactory descriptionof pressure dependences of the transition temperature, spontaneous po-larization and longitudinal dielectric permittivity of crystals at di�erentdeuteration levels.Our goal is to apply this theory to a strained DADP crystal and check



5 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔwhether it is possible to describe the pressure e�ects in ferroelectric andantiferroelectric crystals of the KDP family within a single approach.2. Cluster approachWe consider a system of deuterons moving on O-D: : :O bonds in a crys-tal of ND4D2PO4 type. The primitive cell of such a crystal is composedof two neighbouring PO4 tetrahedra together with four hydrogen bondsattached to one of them ("A" type tetrahedra). Hydrogen bonds goingto another ("B" type) tetrahedron belong to four nearest structural el-ements surrounding it (see the �gure below). An external hydrostatic(�h) or uniaxial stress (�3), which does not lower the system symmetry,is applied �h = (�p;�p;�p); �3 = (0; 0;�p): (2.1)
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The unit cell of a DADP crys-tal. Here i1 , i2 , i3 , i4 and1,2 stand for the hydrogenbond and H-site numbers, re-spectively.When an external stress and electric �eld Ei (i = 1; 2; 3) directedalong the crystallographic axes a, b, c are applied, the Hamiltonian ofthe system has the following form [46]^Hi = �vN2 Xij c(0)ij "i"j � 12Xqf 2�F iqf h�qf i2 �Xqf �2�F iqf + �fiEi� �qf2 ++Xq1;q2q3;q4��Rq1 ;Rq2 �Rq1 ;Rq3 �Rq1 ;Rq4+ �Rq1+r2;Rq2 �Rq1+r3;Rq3 �Rq1+r4;Rq4	��8<:12Xff 0 Vff 0 �qf f2 �qf0f 02 + ��q112 �q222 �q332 �q442 9=; (2.2)Hamiltonian (2.2) describes short-range con�gurational interactions be-tween deuterons near tetrahedra of "A" and "B" type; rf is a relativeposition vector of a hydrogen bond in a cell. Two eigenvalues of Ising
ICMP{97{03E 6spin �qf = �1 are assigned to two equilibrium positions of a deuteron onthe f -th bond in the q-th unit cell. c(0)ij are the "seed" elastic constants;"i are the components of the strain tensor; �v = v=kB; v is the unit cellvolume; kB is the Boltzmann constant. F if are the internal �elds, createdby e�ective long-range forces, which also include an indirect interactionbetween deuterons through lattice vibrations. Their form in the case ofa DKDP crystal has been found in [46,47]. The long-range interaction,taken into account in the mean �eld approximation, is renormalized byterms linear in the mean values of quasispins �(1)qf = h�qf i and strains "i.Such terms arise if one considers only the lattice strains but neglects thepressure dependence of the dipole moment of a hydrogen bond � = e�(� is the D-site distance on a O-D: : :O bond). However, a similar re-sult is obtained if one formally expands the constants of the long-rangeinteraction Jff 0(qq0) in powers of strains up to the linear termsJff 0(qq0) = ~J (0)ff 0(qq0) +Xj  jff 0(qq0)"j ;2�F iqf =Xq0f 0[ ~J (0)ff 0(qq0) +Xj  jff 0(qq0)"j ]�(1)iq0f 02 :The pressure dependence of � can be taken into account in the followingway. According to [52,53], � in KDP and DKDP crystals is a linearfunction of hydrostatic pressure. Assuming that the character of thisdependence on hydrostatic and uniaxial �3 stress in DADP crystal is thesame and bearing in mind (2.1) we can write� = �0 + �1p:Expanding Jff 0 in terms of pressure and considering the fact that it isproportional to �2, we get~J (0)ff 0(qq0) = J (0)ff 0(qq0)[1 + 2�1�0 p];2�F iqf =Xq0f 0 24J (0)ff 0(qq0)[1 + 2�1�0 p] +Xj  jff 0(qq0)"j35 �(1)iq0f 02 : (2.3)Parameters  ff 0(qq0) are the same for all pressures which do not lowerthe system symmetry, whereas the ratio �1=�0 is di�erent for hydrostaticand uniaxial stresses.The static and dynamic properties of a deuteron subsystem of aDKDP crystal will be considered in the four-particle cluster approxi-



7 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔmation. The cluster Hamiltonian reads^H iAq4 = V h�q12 �q22 + �q22 �q32 + �q32 �q42 + �q42 �q12 i+ (2.4)+ U h�q12 �q32 + �q22 �q42 i+��q12 �q22 �q32 �q42 �Xf ziqf� �qf2 :Here V = ("�w1)=2; U = ("+ w1)=2; � = 2"� 8w+2w1; " = "s� "a,w = "1 � "a, w1 = "0 � "a; "a, "s, "1 and "0 are the energies of lateral,up-down, single-ionized and double ionized deuteron con�gurations, re-spectively. Let us note that the energy of the lateral con�gurations is thelowest.Within the proposed model the energies ", w, and w1 are assumed tobe linear functions of strains "iT < TN T > TN" = "0 + ��11"1 + ��12"2 + ��13"3; " = "0 + �+11("1 + "2) + �+13"3;w = w0 + ��21"1 + ��22"2 + ��23"3; w = w0 + �+21("1 + "2) + �+23"3;w1 = w01 + ��31"1 + ��32"2 + ��33"3; w1 = w01 + �+31("1 + "2) + �+33"3:We consider only diagonal components of the strain tensor "1, "2, "3, andneglect piezoelectric shear strains "4, "5, "6 arising when the respectiveelectric �elds E1, E2 and E3 are applied (the piezomoduli d14, d25, d36di�er from zero). This approximation should not a�ect the values oftransition temperature or speci�c heat calculated at Ei = 0, but givesrise to error in calculations of the dielectric responses of the crystal,especially of the longitudinal permittivity "3(0; T; p), since d36 � d14[4]. Calculation of the mean valuesh�qf i = Spn�qf exp (�� ^H iAq4 )oSp exp (�� ^H iAq4 ) ;yields�(1)x;yq13 = 2 sinh zx;yq13 cosh zx;yq24 + 2b sinh zx;yq13Dx;y ;�(1)x;yq24 = 2 sinh zx;yq24 cosh zx;yq13 + 2b sinh zx;yq24Dx;y ; (2.5)�(1)zq14 = a sinh(zzq14 + zzq23) + sinh(zzq14 � zzq23) + 2b sinh zzq14Dz ;�(1)zq23 = a sinh(zzq14 + zzq23)� sinh(zzq14 � zzq23) + 2b sinh zzq23Dz :
ICMP{97{03E 8whereDx;y = 2 cosh zx;yq13 cosh zx;yq24 + 2b(cosh zx;yq13 + cosh zx;yq24) + a + d;Dz = a cosh(zzq14 + zzq23) + cosh(zzq14 � zzq23) ++2b(cosh zzq14 + cosh zzq23) + d+ 1;a = exp (��"); b = exp (��w); d = exp (��w1): (2.6)The e�ective �elds ziqf have the following form:zxq13 = �[��xq13 + 2�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + 2�a(0)�(1)13E1 + �1E1];zxq24 = �[��xq24 + 2�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + 2�a(0)�(1)24E1 ];zyq13 = �[��yq13 + 2�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + 2�a(0)�(1)13E2 ]; (2.7)zyq24 = �[��yq24 + 2�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + 2�a(0)�(1)24E2 + �2E2];zzq14 = �[��zq14 � 2�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + 2�c(0)�(1)E3 + �3E3];zzq23 = �[��zq23 + 2�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + 2�c(0)�(1)E3 + �3E3];We took into account the symmetry of the distribution functions �(1)iqfand of the bond dipole moments�(1)x;yq13 = ��(1)x;yq1 = �(1)x;yq3 ; �(1)x;yq24 = �(1)x;yq2 = ��(1)x;yq4 ;�(1)zq14 = �(1)zq1 = �(1)zq4 ; �(1)zq23 = �(1)zq2 = �(1)zq3 ;�1 = �31 = ��11; �21 = �41 = 0;�2 = �22 = ��42; �12 = �32 = 0;�3 = �13 = �23 = �33 = �43; (2.8)and presented �(1)iqf as a sum of two terms: the modulated spontaneouspart and the uniform one caused by electric �elds�(1)iqf = �(1)f eikZRq + �(1)fEi ;�(1) = ��(1)1 = �(1)2 = �(1)3 = ��(1)4 ;�(1)3E1 = ��(1)1E1 ; �(1)2E1 = ��(1)4E1 ; �(1)3E2 = ��(1)1E2 ; �(1)2E2 = ��(1)4E2 ;�(1)1E3 = �(1)2E3 = �(1)3E3 = �(1)4E3 :Here kZ = 12(b1 + b2 + b3), b1, b2, b3 are the basic vectors of thereciprocal lattice, and eikZRq = �1.



9 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔAccording to (2.3), the parameters of the long-range interaction arelinear functions of strains and pressure�a(k) = �0a(k)[1 + 2�1�0 p] +Xi  ai(k)"i;�c(0) = �0c (0)[1 + 2�1�0 p] +Xi  ci(0)"i;�0a(k) = 14 [J (0)11 (k)� J (0)13 (k)]; �0c (0) = 14[J (0)11 (0) + 2J (0)12 (0) + J (0)13 (0)]; ai(k) = 14 [ i11(k) �  i13(k)];  ci(0) = 14[ i11(0) + 2 i12(0) +  i13(0)]:Here k = kZ ; 0.In (2.7), �iqf are e�ective �elds, resulting from an interaction withneighbouring quasispins outside a cluster. The �elds can be determinedfrom the condition of equality of the mean values h�qf i calculated withfour- and single-particle Gibbs' distributions, i.e. with Hamiltonian (2.4)and with^H iqf = � �ziqf� �qf2 ; (2.9)respectively. Expressions for �ziqf can be obtained from (2.7) by replacing�iqf with 2�iqf ; obviously, their symmetry coincides with that of ziqf .After �iqf had been excluded from (2.7), the quantities ziqf readzxq13 = 12 ln 1 + �(1)xq131� �(1)xq13 + �[�a(kZ)�(1)eikZRq + �a(0)�(1)13E1 + �1E12 ];zxq24 = 12 ln 1 + �(1)xq241� �(1)xq24 + �[�a(kZ)�(1)eikZRq + �a(0)�(1)24E1 ];zyq13 = 12 ln 1 + �(1)yq131� �(1)yq13 + �[�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + �a(0)�(1)13E2 ]; (2.10)zyq24 = 12 ln 1 + �(1)yq241� �(1)yq24 + �[�a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + �a(0)�(1)24E2 + �2E22 ];zzq14 = 12 ln 1 + �(1)zq141� �(1)zq14 + �[��a(kZ )�(1)eikZRq + �c(0)�(1)E3 + �3E32 ];zzq23 = 12 ln 1 + �(1)zq231� �(1)zq23 + �[�a(kZ)�(1)eikZRq + �c(0)�(1)E3 + �3E32 ]:
ICMP{97{03E 10The strains "i and order parameter �(1) are determined from the condi-tions of the thermodynamic equilibrium1�v @f@�(1) = 0; 1�v @f@"i = �pi: (2.11)with pi(h) = (p; p; p); pi(3) = (0; 0; p); f is the free energy of acrystal at zero electric �eldf = �v2Xij c0ij"i"j� [2w�"]+2�a(kZ )[�(1)]2+2T ln 2�1� [�(1)]2�D;(2.12)where D = 1+a+d+cosh2z+4b coshz; z = 12 ln 1 + �(1)1� �(1)+��a(kZ)�(1):The thermodynamic potential is equal tog(�(1); T; p) = f + �vXi "ipi:The set of equations for �(1) and "i has the following form�(1) = 1D (sinh 2z + 2b sinh z);�pi =Xj c0ij"j � 2�2i � �1i�v � 2 ai(kZ)�v [�(1)]2 + 2�v MiD ; (2.13)where Mi = 4b�2i cosh zz + a�1i + d�3i: As one can see from equations(2.13), the strains "i are equal to zero at ambient pressure only if weassume the temperature dependence of the parameters �2i in the form�+2i = �+1i 4 exp(��w) + 3 exp(��") + 22 exp(��") + 4 (2.14)(in the limit w1 ! 1 and d ! 0) in the paraelectric phase and in amore complicated form in the ferroelectric phase. In order to keep �2iconstant and for the sake of simplicity we assumed that (2.14) is obeyedonly at T = TN, that is�+2i = �+1i 4 exp(��Nw) + 3 exp(��N") + 22 exp(��N") + 4 ; (2.15)(�N = 1=TN). It means that at pressure of 0.001 kbar, small residualstrains (�10�6) exist at all temperatures except for the transition point.The temperature of the �rst order phase transition is determinedfrom the criterion thatg(�(1); TN; p) = g(0; TN; p); (2.16)where the order parameter and strains obey the system of equations(2.13).



11 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ3. Elastic and thermal characteristicsMatrices of the elastic constants and piezomoduli of a DADP crystalhave the following symmetry:cp�ij = 0BBBBBB@cp�11 cp�12 cp�13 0 0 0cp�12 cp�22 cp�23 0 0 0cp�13 cp�23 cp�33 0 0 00 0 0 cp�44 0 00 0 0 0 cp�55 00 0 0 0 0 cp�66
1CCCCCCA ; cp+ij = 0BBBBBB@cp+11 cp+12 cp+13 0 0 0cp+12 cp+11 cp+13 0 0 0cp+13 cp+13 cp+33 0 0 00 0 0 cp+44 0 00 0 0 0 cp+44 00 0 0 0 0 cp+66
1CCCCCCA ;anddp�ij = 0@ 0 0 0 dp�14 0 00 0 0 0 dp�25 00 0 0 0 0 dp�36 1A ; dp+ij = 0@ 0 0 0 dp+14 0 00 0 0 0 dp+14 00 0 0 0 0 dp+36 1A ;in the antiferroelectric (the space group P212121) and paraelectric (thespace group I�42d) phase, respectively. In our approach we can calculateonly the c11, c12, c13, c22, c23, and c33 components of these matrices. Tocalculate c44, c55, c66, d14, d25, and d36 we must take into account thestrains "4, "5, and "6.Di�erentiating the free energy (2.12), we get the following expressionsfor the parts of elastic constants, attributed to a deuteron subsystem(i; j = 1; 2; 3)�cpij = cpij � c0ij == � 2�vDT [4b�2i�2j cosh z + a�1i�1j + d�3i�3j ] + 2�vD2T MiMj ��4�(1)�vDT [2 ai(kZ) aj(kZ)�(1)� +  ai(kZ)tj +  aj(kZ)ti]; (3.1)Here we use the notations� = [cosh 2z + b cosh z]� �(1)[sinh 2z + 2b sinh z];ti = �2b�2i sinh z + �(1)Mi:Let us explore now the thermal properties of the strained DADPcrystal. The entropy per one mole is equal toS = R�2 ln[1� (�(1))2] + 2 ln D2 + 4T'T�(1) + 2 �MD � ; (3.2)

ICMP{97{03E 12where R is the gas constant, and�M = �(4wb cosh z + "a + w1d); 'T = � 1T 2 �a(kZ)�(1):To calculate the speci�c heat of the deuteron subsystem at constantpressure we di�erentiate the entropy (3.2):�Cp = RT �@S@T �p = �C" �RTXi qPi �i; (3.3)where �C" is the speci�c heat at constant strains, and�C" = RT (�qP" � q"pP ); (3.4)qPi = 2�vDT ��2T'T�i � 2 ci�(1)[q � �(1) �M ] + �i � �MMiD � ;q" = � v�3 2D'� h2�T'T + (q � �(1) �M)i ;qP;" = � 2DT �4T'T h�T'T + (q � �(1) �M)i+N � �M2D � ;pP = �3v 2T 2�T'T + [q � �(1) �M ]D � 2'�� ;�i are the thermal expansion coe�cients. We use the following notations:N = 4�wT �2 b cosh z + � "T �2 a + �w1T �2 d;q = 2wT b sinh z; �i = 1T (4wb�2i cosh z + "a�1i + w1d�3i) ;'� = 11� [�(1)]2 + ��a(kZ); �i = 2 ai(kZ)�(1)�+ ti:4. Dielectric propertiesNonzero polarization in an antiferroelectric crystal arises only if an elec-tric �eld is applied. Therefore,P1 = �1v �(1)13E1 ; P2 = �2v �(1)24E2 ; P3 = 2�3v �(1)E3 : (4.1)The e�ective dipole moments �i and unit cell volume are assumed to belinear functions of pressure:�i = �(0)i + k�ip; v = v(0) + kvp:



13 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔDi�erentiating (4.1) with respect to Ei, we get the expressions for thecorresponding static dielectric susceptibilities of a clamped ("i = const)crystal�"1;2(0; T; p) = � @P1;2@E1;2�"i = ��21;22v � 2�1D � 2�1'�1 + 2�2D � 2�2'�1 � ;�"3(0; T; p) = � @P3@E3�"i = ��23v 2�3D � 2�3'�3 ; (4.2)Here we introduce the following notations:�1 = 1 + b cosh z; �2 = cosh 2z + b cosh z � [�(1)]2D; �3 = a+ b cosh z;and '�1 = 11� [�(1)]2 + ��a(0); '�3 = 11� [�(1)]2 + ��c(0):Dielectric permittivity is related to susceptibility by""i (0; T; p) = "i1 + 4��"i (0; T; p): (4.3)Let us note that in the paraelectric phase at ambient pressure ("i = 0)and at w;w1 ! 1 (4.2) coincides with the corresponding expressionsfound in [31,32] and [23,44,45].The "free" dielectric permittivities "Fi (0; T; p) can be calculated bymeans of the formulas"F1 (0; T; p) = ""1(0; T; p) + 4�d214sE44 ;"F2 (0; T; p) = ""2(0; T; p) + 4�d225sE55 ; (4.4)"F3 (0; T; p) = ""3(0; T; p) + 4�d236sE66 ;where dij are the piezoelectric constants, and sE are the elastic shearcompliances of a short circuited crystal [4].5. Relaxational dynamicsIn order to study the dynamic responses of a DADP crystal, let us assumethat the electric �elds Ei in (2.2), (2.4) and (2.9) are time-dependent.In the spirit of the Glauber approach [39] we assume that the system(2.2) interacts with a heat reservoir which causes spins of the system
ICMP{97{03E 14to change their states randomly with probability wqf (: : : ; �qf ; : : :) perunit time. System behaviour is described in terms of probability func-tions P (: : : ; �qf ; : : : ; t), which time dependence is governed by the masterequationddtPf:::; �qf ; :::; tg = �Xqf wqff:::; �qf ; :::gPf:::; �qf ; :::; tg++Xqf wqff:::;��qf ; :::gPf:::;��qf ; :::; tg; (5.1)or if rewritten in terms of the mean values of spin products hQf �qf i� � ddt hYf �qf i =Xf hYf 0 �qf 0 �1� �qf tanh 12�Eqf )�i; (5.2)(the sum here is carried out only over the spins that occur in the productQf 0). The parameter � describes the time scale on which all transitionsin the system take place; Eqf denotes the �eld acting on the qf -th spin.The local �elds Eqf can be easily found from the Hamiltonian (2.4)E(i)q1 = �V2 [�q2 + �q4]� U2 �q3 � �8 �q2�q3�q4 + ziq1� ;E(i)q2 = �V2 [�q1 + �q3]� U2 �q4 � �8 �q1�q3�q4 + ziq2� ;E(i)q3 = �V2 [�q2 + �q4]� U2 �q1 � �8 �q1�q2�q4 + ziq3� ;E(i)q4 = �V2 [�q1 + �q3]� U2 �q2 � �8 �q1�q2�q3 + ziq4� ;Bearing in mind (5.2), we expand tanh �Eqf2 in powers of spin operators1� tanh �E(i)q12 =M (i)1 �q3[�q2 + �q4] +N (i)1 �q2�q4 + L(i)1 ++ P (i)1 �q3 +Q(i)1 [�q2 + �q4] +R(i)1 �q2�q3�q4;: : : (5.3)1� tanh �E(i)q42 =M (i)4 �q2[�q1 + �q3] +N (i)4 �q1�q3 + L(i)4 ++ P (i)4 �q2 +Q(i)4 [�q1 + �q3] +R(i)4 �q1�q2�q3;



15 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔwhereP iqf = 14� �(a2 � b2)1f � 2(1� b2)2f � (b2 � d2)3f � ;Qiqf = 14� �(a2 � b2)1f + (b2 � d2)3f � ;Riqf = 14� �(a2 � b2)1f + 2(1� b2)2f � (b2 � d2)3f � ;Liqf = sinh ziqf2� [ab1f + 2b2f + bd3f ] ;M iqf = sinh ziqf2� [ab1f � bd3f ] ;N iqf = sinh ziqf2� [ab1f � 2b2f + bd3f ] ;1f = �a2 + b2 + 2ab cosh ziqf ��1 ;2f = �1 + b2 + 2b cosh ziqf ��1 ;3f = �b2 + d2 + 2bd cosh ziqf ��1 :The quantities P (i)qf , Q(i)qf , R(i)qf are even functions of ziqf , and do notdepend on q at Ei = 0.Substituting (5.4) into (5.2), and taking into account the symmetryof the deuteron distribution functions in the transverse electric �elds E1or E2�(1)x;yq13 = �h�q1i = h�q3i; �(1)x;yq24 = h�q2i = �h�q4i;�(3)x;yq24 = h�q3�q4�q1i = �h�q1�q2�q3i;�(3)x;yq13 = �h�q2�q3�q4i = h�q1�q2�q4i;�(2)x;y23 = h�q2�q3i = h�q1�q4i; �(2)x;yq15 = �h�q1�q2i = �h�q3�q4i;�(2)x;yq4 = �h�q1�q3i; �(2)x;yq6 = �h�q2�q4i;and in the longitudinal �eld E3:�(1)zq14 = h�q1i = h�q4i; �(1)zq23 = h�q2i = h�q3i;�(3)zq14 = h�q1�q2�q4i = h�q1�q2�q3i;�(3)zq23 = h�q3�q4�q1i = h�q2�q3�q4i;�(2)zq15 = �h�q1�q2i = �h�q3�q4i; �(2)zq46 = �h�q1�q3i = �h�q2�q4i�(2)zq2 = h�q2�q3i; �(2)zq3 = h�q1�q4i;

ICMP{97{03E 16and, respectively, in the �elds E1 or E2P x;yq1 = P x;yq3 = P x;yq13 ; P x;yq2 = P x;yq4 = P x;yq24 ;Qx;yq1 = Qx;yq3 = Qx;yq13; Qx;yq2 = Qx;yq4 = Qx;yq24;Rx;yq1 = Rx;yq3 = Rx;yq13; Rx;yq2 = Rx;yq4 = Rx;yq24;�Lx;yq1 = Lx;yq3 = Lx;yq13; Lx;yq2 = �Lx;yq4 = Lx;yq24;�Mx;yq1 =Mx;yq3 =Mx;yq13 ; Mx;yq2 = �Mx;yq4 =Mx;yq24 ;�Nx;yq1 = Nx;yq3 =Mx;yq13 ; Nx;yq2 = �Nx;yq4 = Nx;yq24 ;�zx;yq1 = zx;yq3 = zx;yq13; zx;yq2 = �zx;yq4 = zx;yq24;and ¦n the �eld E3:P zq1 = P zq4 = P zq14; P zq2 = P zq3 = P zq23;Qzq1 = Qzq4 = Qzq14; Qzq2 = Qzq3 = Qzq23;Rzq1 = Rzq4 = Rzq14; Rzq2 = Rzq3 = Rzq23;Lzq1 = Lzq4 = Lzq14; Lzq2 = Lzq3 = Lzq23;Mzq1 =Mzq4 =Mzq14; Mzq2 =Mzq3 =Mzq23;Nzq1 = Nzq4 =Mzq14; Nzq2 = Nzq3 = Nzq23;zzq1 = zzq4 = zzq14; zzq2 = zzq3 = zzq23;we get the eighth order systems of linear di�erential equations for thetime-dependent deuteron distribution functions:when the �elds E1 or E2 are applied
ddt

0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
�(1)x;yq13�(1)x;yq24�(3)x;yq13�(3)x;yq24�(2)x;yq15�(2)xq23�(2)x;yq4�(2)x;yq6

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
b11 b12 : : :b18b21 b22 : : :b28b31 b32 : : :b38... ...... ...b81 b82 : : :b88
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
�(1)x;yq13�(1)x;yq24�(3)x;yq13�(3)x;yq24�(2)x;yq15�(2)xq23�(2)x;yq4�(2)x;yq6

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA+
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
b1b2b3......b8
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; (5.4)



17 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔand in the case of the �eld E3:
ddt

0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
�(1)zq14�(1)zq23�(3)zq14�(3)zq23�(2)zq15�(2)zq2�(2)zq3�(2)zq46

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
c11 c12 : : :c18c21 c22 : : :c28c31 c32 : : :c38... ...... ...c81 c82 : : :c88
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
�(1)zq14�(1)zq23�(3)zq14�(3)zq23�(2)zq15�(2)zq2�(2)zq3�(2)zq46

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA+
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
c1c2c3......c8
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; (5.5)

The expressions for the coe�cients in (5.4) and (5.5) are given in Ap-pendix. These coe�cients contain the unknown time-dependent func-tions ziqf . In order to determine these functions we can use the con-sistency condition, which states that the values of h�qf i (and therebyof dh�qf i=dt) calculated within the four-particle and the single-particlecluster approximations must coincide. In the latter case Eqf = �ziqf=2 and,respectively,ddt�(1)iqf = ��(1)iqf� + 1� tanh �ziqf2 : (5.6)Let us assume that the electric �eld Ei(t) = Ei0 exp(�i!t) is weakand causes only small departures from thermal equilibrium. All the quan-tities involved may be therefore written as static equilibrium values plustime-dependent uctuations�(1)iqf = ~�(1)q + �(1)if (t); �(3)iqf = ~�(3)q + �(3)if (t);�(2)iq1;5 = ~�0(2) + �(2)q1;5(t); �(2)iq2;3 = ~�(2) + �(2)q2;3(t); �(2)iq4;6 = ~�00(2) + �(2)q4;6(t);P iqf = P (0) + zif (t)2 P (1)q ; Qiqf = Q(0) + zif (t)2 Q(1)q ;Riqf = R(0) + zif (t)2 R(1)q ; Liqf = L(0)q + zif (t)2 L(1);M iqf =M (0)q + zif (t)2 M (1); N iqf = N (0)q + zif (t)2 N (1);ziqf = ~zq + zif (t):The time-dependent parts of ziqf have the following symmetryzx13(t) = �[��x13(t) + 2�a(0)�(1)13E1(t) + �1E1(t)];
ICMP{97{03E 18zx24(t) = �[��x24(t) + 2�a(0)�(1)24E1(t)];zy13(t) = �[��y13(t) + 2�a(0)�(1)13E2(t)];zy24(t) = �[��y24(t) + 2�a(0)�(1)24E2(t) + �2E2(t)];zz(t) = �[��z(t) + 2�c(0)�(1)E3 (t) + �3E3(t)];Expressions for �ziqf (t) can be obtained from those for ziqf (t) by replacing�iqf (t) with 2�iqf (t).Since at frequencies of external electric �eld higher than the piezo-electric dispersion frequency (� 106 Hz) the crystal is e�ectively clamped("i = const), we assume the strains "i to be time-independent.Let us restrict ourselves to the case of the paraelectric phase where~�(1) = ~�(3) = 0, and ~z = 0,L(0)+ = 0; L(1)+ = 1� � ab(a+ b)2 + 2b(1 + b)2 + bd(b+ d)2� ;M (0)+ = 0; M (1)+ = 1� � ab(a+ b)2 � bd(b+ d)2� ;N (0)+ = 0; N (1)+ = 1� � ab(a+ b)2 � 2b(1 + b)2 + bd(b+ d)2� ;P (1)+ = 0; P (0)+ = 14� �a� ba+ b � 21� b1 + b � b� db+ d� ;Q(1)+ = 0; Q(0)+ = 14� �a� ba+ b + b� db+ d� ;R(1)+ = 0; R(0)+ = 14� �a� ba+ b + 21� b1 + b � b� db+ d� ; (5.7)

Expanding all the quantities in (5.4) and (5.5) in powers of uctua-tions (5.7) up to the linear terms, we obtain separate systems of equationsfor the equilibrium distribution functions and for their time-dependentparts. The solutions of the former are the static distribution functions~�(2), ~�0(2), ~�00(2). In the paraelectric phase~�(2) = a� dD = �~�0(2); ~�00(2) = 2� a� dD ; D = 2 + a+ d+ 4b:The uctuation parts of (5.4) and (5.5) are decoupled into separate sys-tems of equations for the single- and three-particle distribution functionsand for the pair distribution functions. The system of equations for thesingle-particle distribution functions occuring in the expressions for thecorresponding polarizations (4.1) readsddt ��(1)i�(3)i� = �ai+1 ai+3bi+1 bi+3 ���(1)i�(3)i�� �iEi(t)2T �ai+bi+� : (5.8)



19 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔwhere �(1;3)i are �(1;3)x13 in the case of E1 �eld, �(1;3)y24 in the case of E2�eld, and �(1;3)z in the case of E3 �eld. The system coe�cients areax;y+1 = b0+11 + ��a(0)Y +1 � �a	+1 ; ax;y+3 = b0+12 � �ab0+12 ; ax;y+ = �a=�;bx;y+1 = b0+21 + ��a(0)Y +3 � �b	+1 ; bx;y+3 = b0+22 � �bb0+12 ; bx;y+ = �b=�;az+1 = c0+11 + ��c(0)Y +1 � �a	+3 ; az+3 = c0+12 � �ac0+12 ; az+ = �a=�;bz+1 = c0+21 + ��c(0)Y +3 � �b	+3 ; bz+3 = c0+22 � �bc0+12 ; bz+ = �b=�;provided thatb0+11 = �1=�� P (0)+; b0+12 = R(0)+;b0+21 = �2P (0)+ + 3R(0)+; b0+22 = �3=�� P (0)+;c0+11 = �1=�+ P (0)+ + 2Q(0)+; c0+12 = R(0)+;c0+21 = 2P (0)+ + 4Q(0)+ + 3R(0)+; c0+22 = �3=�+ P (0)+ + 2Q(0)+;and Y +1 = 2M+1 ~�(2) �N+1 ~�00(2) + L+1 ;Y +3 = �2M+1 + L+1 ~�00(2) �N+1 ;Y +3 = 2(N+1 +M+1 + L+1 )~�(2) � (L+1 + 2M+1 )~�00(2) +N+1 + 2M+1 ;�a = Y +1 (Y +1 � 2=�)�1;�b = Y +3 (Y +1 � 2=�)�1; �b = Y +3 (Y +1 � 2=�)�1;	+1 = b0+11 + ��a(0)[Y +1 � 1=�] + 1=�;	+3 = c0+11 + ��c(0)[Y +1 � 1=�] + 1=�:We need to know the time dependence of the single-particle distributionfunction �(1)i(t). Reducing the system (5.8) to a single second orderdi�erential equation, we obtain�(1)i(t) = Ci+1 e�t=� i+1 + Ci+2 e�t=� i+2 ++�iEi(t)2T ki � i+1 � i+2(1 + i!� i+1 )(1 + i!� i+2 ) : (5.9)The relaxation times are equal to(� i+1;2)�1 = 12f�ki1 �q(ki1)2 � 4ki0g;whereki = �i!li1 + li0;li1 = �ai+; li0 = � ����ai+3 ai+bi+3 bi+ ���� ; ki1 = ai+1 + bi+3 ; ki0 = ����ai+1 ai+3bi+1 bi+3 ���� :
ICMP{97{03E 20On the basis of (5.9) we can calculate the dynamic susceptibility of aclamped crystal�"i (!; T; p) = limEi!0 dPi(t)dEi ; (5.10)the dependence of polarization Pi on �(1)i(t) being given by (4.1). Hence,�"i (!; T; p) = �2iv kiT 2Yj=1 � (i)j1 + i!� (i)j = 2Xj=1 �(i)j1 + i!� (i)j : (5.11)The dynamic permittivity of the clamped crystal is equal to"0"+i (!; T; p) = "+i1 + 4��i+11 + (!� i+1 )2 + 4��i+21 + (!� i+2 )2 ; (5.12)"00"+i (!; T; p) = 4��i+1 !� i+11 + (!� i+1 )2 + 4��i+2 !� i+21 + (!� i+2 )2 ;where�i+1;2 = � �2ivT � i+1 � i+2� i+2 � � i+1 �li1 � � i+1;2li0� ;The static permittivity is obtained from (5.12) in the limit ! ! 0:""+i (0; T; p) = "i1 + 4�(�i+1 + �i+2 ):6. DiscussionBefore discussing the proposed theory for strained crystals, let us men-tion that recently is has been successfully applied to the descriptionof thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics of partially deuteratedcrystals as well. Within this theory the averaged parameters"0(x) = (1� x)"0H + x"0D; w0(x) = (1� x)w0H + xw0D (6.1)for an N(H1�xDx)4(H1�xDx)2PO4 crystal were assumed. Tunnelling ef-fects were neglected. To a great extent, this approximation is validatedby the fact that dielectric properties of these crystals are determined bythe e�ective tunnelling parameter [54], which is much smaller than thebare tunnelling parameter. Renormalization of the tunnelling parameterby the short-range correlations leads to suppression of the soft mode,thereby explaining the Debye character of dielectric dispersion observedin these crystals.



21 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔThe expressions for thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics ofunstrained N(H1�xDx)4(H1�xDx)2PO4 crystals depend on the followingfree parameters: the cluster parameters "0, w0, w01 !1, long-range in-teraction parameters �0a(kZ), �0a(0), �0c (0), e�ective dipole moments �(0)1and �(0)3 , and the parameter �, determining the time scale of dynamicprocesses in the system. To determine the values of these parameterswe used the experimental data for the variation of the transition tem-perature TN, with deuteration and for the temperature and frequencydependences of permittivities "�1(!; T; 0) and "�3(!; T; 0) [5,6,10,7{9,55{58]. The �tting procedure had three stages. First, using the data for"1(0; T; 0)� "11, "3(0; T; 0)� "31, and TN we chose the values of "0, w0,�0a(kZ), �0a(0), and �0c (0). The choice criterion was the minimal tempera-ture dependence of the f (0)1 = (�(0)1 )2=v and f (0)3 = (�(0)3 )2=v parameters.Next, on the basis of the data for "�1(!; T ) and "�3(!; T ), we determinedthe value of �, which was assumed to be slightly temperature dependentas � = [P + R(�T � 14)] � 10�14, (�T = T � TN). Finally, we foundthe values of "11 and "31. In the Table 1 we present the values of thetheory parameters chosen as described and providing the best agree-ment with experimental data for all studied characteristics of unstrainedN(H1�xDx)4(H1�xDx)2PO4 crystals.x TN "0 w0 �0a(kz) �0a(0) �0c (0) f (0)1 f (0)3 P R(K) (sec) (sec/K)1.00 240 80 720 93.6 -55 -17.5 854 256 6.8 0.00310.95 235 77 709 85.5 -54 -17 837 245 6.5 0.00400.89 230 73.4 695.8 83.9 -53.2 -16.7 821 235 6.2 0.00500.74 216 64.4 663 77.3 -51 -15.5 770 205 5.3 0.00760.45 190 47 599 69.6 -47.7 -13.5 672 149 3.7 0.01270.00 148 20 500 59.5 -40 -10.0 518 62 1.1 0.0206Table 1: The theory parameters for unstrained N(H1�xDx)4(H1�xDx)2PO4crystals at di�erent deuterations.The calculations of strained crystals characteristics are performed for thecase of TN = 235 K, that corresponds to the deuteration of x = 0:95. Thevalues of the deformation potentials �1i and  ai(kZ) can be estimatedwith the help of values of the corresponding quantities for a DKDP
ICMP{97{03E 22crystal obtained in [48{51], assuming that"0(DKDP)"0(DADP) = �1i(DKDP)�1i(DADP) ; �0c (0)(DKDP)�0a(kZ)(DADP) =  ci(DKDP) ai(kZ)(DADP) : (6.2)The parameters �2i are determined from the criterion (2.15). Itturns out that the di�erence between the values of �1i(DADP) and ai(kZ)(DADP) yielding the correct experimentally observed value of@TN=@p and those calculated with the help of (6.2) does not exceed sev-eral percent. "0 ��11 ��12 ��13 �+11 �+13DKDP 92.0 -45 -55 885 -50 800DADP 77 -38 -46 741 -42 665�0(k)  �1 (k)  �2 (k)  �3 (k)  +1 (k)  +3 (k)DKDP 37.39 -85 -115 50 -105 50DADP 85.5 -180 -252 112 -239 109Table 2: The theory parameters (all in K) for DKDP [48{51] and DADPcrystals; k = 0 for DKDP and k = kZ for DADP.The values of the free parameters for a DKDP crystal found in [48{51] and for DADP providing the best �t to the experimental data aregiven in Table 2. Further experimental study of dielectric and thermalcharacteristics of DADP as functions of external pressures of di�erentsymmetries is required to ascertain the values of deformation potentials.The experimental values of the elastic compliances sEij of paraelectricDADP are reported in [4]. The elements of the inverse to sEij matrixare taken as the "seed" elastic constants c0+ij . Since the experimentalvalues of elastic constants of ferroelectric DADP are not available, wecarried out the calculations of TN, "i and other characteristics at di�erentpressures and di�erent trial values of c0�ij close to c0+ij . The set of c0�ij ,providing the best �t to experimental data is given in Table 3.c0+11 c0+12 c0+13 c0+33 c0�11 c0�12 c0�13 c0�22 c0�23 c0�236.59 0.53 1.92 3.28 6.24 0.4 1.66 6.4 1.5 3.48Table 3: The "seed" elastic constants (units of 1011dyn/cm2) of a DADPcrystal.



23 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔWe also have to determine the value of the �1=�0 parameter, describingthe rate of a decrease in the D-site distance � with pressure. In the case ofhydrostatic pressure it can be found from the experimentally determineddependences of the transition temperature TN on pressure and �:TN = TN0 + kT p; TN = k�(� � �0);where TN0 = 235 K is the transition temperature at ambient pressure,kT = @TN=@p = �1:4 K/kbar [10], k� = TN0=(�0 � �c), �0, �c are theD-site distances at ambient pressure and at the critical pressure whenordered phase vanishes. According to [13{15], �0 = 0:45�A, �c = 0:2�A.Excluding from these relations TN, we get�1�0 = kTTN0 ( �c�0 � 1):In the case of the uniaxial stress �3 we can use the fact that kT � �1=�0and assume that�1=�0(�h;DADP)�1=�0(�3;DADP) = �1=�0(�h;DKDP)�1=�0(�3;DKDP) = kT (�h;DKDP)kT (�3;DKDP) :The experimental values of the slopes kT (�3;DKDP) = �13:9 K/kbarand kT (�h;DKDP) = �2:67 K/kbar have been found in [48,51] and [59].The calculated as described values of the �1=�0 parameters for DADPcrystals are�1=�0(�h) = 3:35 � 10�6K=kbar �1=�0(�3) = �1:75 � 10�5K=kbar:The parameters f1 and f3 occurring in the expressions for dielectricpermittivities are assumed to be linear functions of pressuref1 � �21=v = f (0)1 + kf1p; f3 � �23=v = f (0)3 + kf3p:The coe�cients kf are estimated from the following speculations. It isbelieved that the e�ective dipole moment �1 or �3 is proportional tothe H-site distance �. The moment �3 is created by the displacementsof heavy ions of phosphorus and ammonium (or potassium) group alongthe c-axis. The transverse polarization results from the deuteron orderingaccompanied by ion displacements in the ab plane. It seems reasonableto assume that �3 � c and �1 � a. Therefore, if �3 � �c and �1 � �a,then 1�1 @�1@p = 1� @�@p + 1a @a@p ; 1�3 @�3@p = 1� @�@p + 1c @c@p : (6.3)
ICMP{97{03E 24The strains " are linear functions of pressure, thus1c @c@p = "3p ; 1a @a@p = "1p :The correct dependence of spontaneous polarization of a DKDP crystalon hydrostatic pressure [48,49] is obtained at1�3 @�3@p = �1:07%=kbar;According to [52] and [48,49]1� @�@p = �0:89%=kbar; "3p = �0:12%=kbar;that is, for �3 of a DKDP crystal, (6.3) is obeyed almost exactly. As-suming that this relation is valid for DADP too, we getkf1 = f (0)1 [2�1�0 + "1 � "2 � "3p ]; kf3 = f (0)3 [2�1�0 + "3 � "1 � "2p ]:We are also supposed to determine the values of the deformation po-tentials  ai(0) and  ci(0). However, as it has been noted in [31,32] andcon�rmed by our calculations, "1(0; T; p) and "3(0; T; p) are not very sen-sitive to small changes in �a(0) or �c(0); therefore, even at high pressuresthe calculations are performed at  ai(0) =  ci(0) = 0.We encountered some di�culties when trying to solve the system ofequations (2.13) by Newton-Raphson method. Instead, we minimized thethermodynamic potential g(�(1); T; p) with respect to the order param-eter �(1) and determined the strains "i from the last three equations of(2.13). The transition point was found from the (2.16) criterion.Results of numerical calculations are presented in �gures 1-7. In �g-ures 1-5 the solid and dashed lines correspond to characteristics of acrystal under hydrostatic and uniaxial �3 stresses, respectively. In �g-ures 6-7 the solid and dashed lines correspond to characteristics of acrystal calculated at di�erent values of hydrostatic pressure.In �gure 1.a we plot the calculated variation of the transition tem-perature of a DADP crystal with hydrostatic pressure along with theexperimental points from [10]. A perfect �t to the points is obtained. Alinear decrease in TN with pressure with kT = @TN=@p = �1:4 K/kbaris observed. In �gure 1.b we show the dependence of TN on hydrostaticand uniaxial �3 pressures. One can see that TN decreases with �3 muchmore rapidly than with hydrostatic pressure (kT = 9:0 K/kbar). Thesame e�ect was observed experimentally in KDP, DKDP [51] and ADP[60] crystals.



25 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔFigure 2 shows the pressure dependence of the strains "i for a DADPcrystal. The absolute values of "i increase with pressure linearly. Cal-culations do not predict any perceptible changes in "i with tempera-ture except for the discontinuity at the transition point. The uniax-ial pressure deforms the crystal much stronger than the hydrostatic:"3(3)="3(h) = 2:2, j"12(3)="12(h)j = 1:4.
Figure 1: The transition temperature of a ND4D2PO4 crystal as afunction of pressure. Experimental points are taken from[10].

Figure 2: The strains "i of an ND4D2PO4 crystal as functions of pressureat T < TN (a) and T > TN (b): 1 { "1; 2 { "2; 3 { "3.In �gure 3 we plot the variation of the attributed to the deuteronsubsystem part of speci�c heat of a DADP crystal with temperature
ICMP{97{03E 26at di�erent pressures. The experimental points of [9] correspond to aslightly higher level of deuteration. One can see that not only does thepressure shift the whole �Cp(T ) curve to lower temperatures, but it alsoreduces the peak values of the speci�c heat at the transition points. Inthe paraelectric phase the speci�c heat hardly depends on either pressureor temperature.

Figure 3: The speci�c heat of an ND4D2PO4 crystal as a functionof temperature at di�erent pressures p(kbar): a) 1, � [9]{ 0.001; 2 { 5; 3 { 10; b) 1, � [9] { 0.001; 2 { 0.5; 3 { 1.In �gures 4 and 5 we plot the calculated temperature dependences ofthe static transverse "1(0; T; p) and longitudinal "3(0; T; p) permittivityof a DADP crystal at di�erent pressures along with the experimentalpoints for the ambient pressure. We are not aware of any experimentalmeasurement of pressure e�ects on dielectric characteristics of deuter-ated DADP. Theoretical values of "free" permittivities are calculatedusing relations (4.4) and experimental data for appropriate piezoelec-tric constants and elastic shear compliances [4]. Since in DADP crys-tal d36 � d14, the di�erence between clamped and free values of thelongitudinal permittivity is several times larger than that of transversepermittivity. A good description of experimental data is obtained for"1(0; T; p), while for "3(0; T; p) a small discrepancy between theory andexperiment is observed. Probably, we could remove the discrepancy byexplicit taking into account of shear strain "6.
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Figure 4: The temperature dependence of the transverse static dielec-tric permittivity of an ND4D2PO4 crystal at di�erent pressuresp(kbar): a) 1, � [4] { 0.001; 2 { 5; 3 { 10; b) 1, � [4] { 0.001; 2{ 0.5; 3 { 1.
Figure 5: The temperature dependence of the longitudinal static dielec-tric permittivity of an ND4D2PO4 crystal at di�erent pressuresp(kbar): a) 1, � [4] { 0.001; 2 { 5; 3 { 10; b) 1, � [4] { 0.001; 2{ 0.5; 3 { 1.The main pressure e�ect is in the shift of the "i(0; T; p) curves to lowertemperatures. Besides, "1(0; T; p) and "3(0; T; p) decrease with pressurein the paraelectric phase and increase in the antiferroelectric phase, withthe pressure e�ect being much stronger at T > TN.The �gure 6 shows the inuence of hydrostatic pressure on the tem-perature curves of the transverse and longitudinal dynamic permittivitiesof a DADP crystal.

ICMP{97{03E 28As numerical calculations show, the main contribution into the"i(�; T; p) is going from the �rst relaxational mode (�i+1 � �i+2 ), and� i1 � � i2 that is, the relaxation is of Debye type. The � i1 decrease, and� i2 increase with temperature. External pressure slightly increases � i1 andhardly changes � i2.
Figure 6: The temperature dependence of the transverse (a) and longitu-dinal (b) dielectric permittivities of an ND4D2PO4 crystal atdi�erent frequencies �(GHz): 1 { 10�6, 2(a) { 150, 2(b) { 262,3(a) { 210, 3(b) { 330, 4(a) { 300, 4(b) { 437, 5 { 540 and dif-ferent values of hydrostatic pressures p(kbar): solid lines, �[4],�[58]{ 0.001; long-dashed lines { 5; short-dashed lines { 10.The changes in "1(�; T; p) and "3(�; T; p) with pressure are di�erent(� = !=2�). At all frequencies and temperatures above the transitionpoint, pressure reduces "01(�; T; p). The "03(�; T; p) is lowered down bypressure at frequencies higher than the dielectric dispersion frequency,



29 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔwhereas the static longitudinal permittivity "03(0; T; p) is raised up. Theimaginary part of the longitudinal permittivity "003(�; T; p) decreases withpressure at low temperatures and increases at higher; the temperaturewhere the character of the pressure dependence of "003(�; T; p) changesincreases with frequency.
Figure 7: The frequency dependence of the transverse (a) and lon-gitudinal (b) dielectric permittivities of an ND4D2PO4crystal at di�erent values of hydrostatic pressure p(kbar):solid lines, �[4] { 0.001; long-dashed lines { 5; short-dashed lines { 10 and di�erent temperatures T (K); (a) 1{ 14, 2 { 62; (b) 1 { 18, 2 { 64.The frequency dependences of dynamic dielectric permittivities"i(�; T; p) are plotted in �gure 7. One can see that in the region� 1011 Hza dispersion of the permittivity is observed; the dispersion frequency of"1(�; T; p) is lower than that of "3(�; T; p) and increases with tempera-ture. The real part of the longitudinal permittivity "01(�; T; p) decreaseswith pressure in the whole frequency range, whereas its imaginary part

ICMP{97{03E 30"001 and both real and imaginary parts of the transverse permittivity "03and "003 decrease with pressure at frequencies below that of the dielectricdispersion and increase at higher frequencies. The lower temperature,the stronger this dependence.Concluding remarksIn our previous papers [48{51] we studied the inuence of hydrostatic anduniaxial pressure on the phase transition, thermodynamic, elastic, piezo-electric and dielectric properties of highly deuterated K(H1�xDx)2PO4ferroelectrics. It has been shown that the proper choice of the theoryparameters yields a satisfactory description of pressure dependence ofthese characteristics.In this paper we explore the pressure e�ects on DADP-type antifer-roelectrics in the framework of the same model. Within the four-particlecluster approximation, considering short-range and long-range interac-tions between deuterons we calculate the thermodynamic and dielec-tric characteristics of these crystals as functions of external pressure.We also obtain a good �t to the experimental points for unstrainedN(H1�xDx)4(H1�xDx)2PO4 crystals with di�erent deuterations. Herewe describe possible changes in DADP characteristics induced by hy-drostatic and uniaxial stresses, assuming some plausible changes in thecrystal structure with pressure. The main feature of the predicted ef-fects is that even low uniaxial stress can induce a signi�cant shift of thetransition temperature, whereas the intrinsic changes in the responses ofDKDP and DADP crystals (i.e. beyond the shift) are rather small.The previous [48{51] and present studies show that it is possible todescribe the pressure e�ects in antiferroelectric DADP and ferroelectricDKDP crystals within the same approach, based on the proton orderingmodel.We hope that experimental measurements of the hydrostatic anduniaxial pressure e�ects on the hydrogen-bonded ferroelectrics and an-tiferroelectrics will allow us to verify our predictions. Further studieswill help us to clarify the microscopic mechanism of the phase transi-tion in these crystals, correct the theory parameters, and improve themicroscopic model itself.AcknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Prof. I. Stasyuk, Dr. Zbigniew Trybula,Prof. J. Grigas and Prof. G. Kozlov for useful discussions and valuable
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35 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔAppendixThe coe�cients of the system of equations (5.4) readb11 = �1=�� P x;y13 ; b12 = 0;b13 = Rx;y13 ; b14 = 0;b15 = �Mx;y13 ; b16 =Mx;y13 ;b17 = 0; b18 = �Nx;y13 ;b21 = 0; b22 = �1=�� P x;y24 ;b23 = 0; b24 = Rx;y24 ;b25 = �Mx;y24 ; b26 =Mx;y24 ;b27 = �Nx;y24 ; b28 = 0;b31 = Rx;y13 + 2Rx;y24 � 2P x;y24 ; b32 = 0;b33 = �3=�� P x;y13 ; b34 = 0;b35 = Lx;y24 +Mx;y13 �Nx;y24 ; b36 = Lx;y24 �Mx;y13 �Nx;y24 ;b37 = 0; b38 = Lx;y13 ;b41 = 0; b42 = Rx;y24 + 2Rx;y13 � 2P x;y13 ;b43 = 0; b44 = �3=�� P x;y24 ;b45 = Lx;y13 +Mx;y24 �Nx;y13 ; b46 = Lx;y13 �Mx;y24 �Nx;y13 ;b47 = Lx;y24 ; b48 = 0;b51 = Lx;y24 +Mx;y13 �Nx;y24 ; b52 = Lx;y13 +Mx;y24 �Nx;y13 ;b53 =Mx;y24 ; b54 =Mx;y13 ;b55 = �2=�+Rx;y13 +Rx;y24 ; b56 = �P x;y13 � P x;y24 ;b57 = Qx;y24 ; b58 = Qx;y13 ;b61 = Lx;y24 �Mx;y13 �Nx;y24 ; b62 = Lx;y13 �Mx;y24 �Nx;y13 ;b63 =Mx;y13 ; b64 =Mx;y24 ;b65 = �P x;y13 � P x;y24 ; b66 = �2=�+Rx;y13 +Rx;y24 ;b67 = �Qx;y24 ; b68 = �Qx;y13 ;b71 = 2Lx;y13 ; b72 = 0;b73 = �2Nx;y13 ; b74 = 0;b75 = 2Qx;y13 ; b76 = �2Qx;y13 ;b77 = �2=�; b78 = 2Rx;y13 ;b81 = 0; b82 = 2Lx;y24 ;b83 = 0; b84 = �2Nx;y24 ;b85 = 2Qx;y24 ; b86 = 2Qx;y24 ;b87 = 2Rx;y24 ; b88 = �2=�;b1 = Lx;y13 ; b2 = Lx;y24 ;b3 = �Nx;y13 ; b4 = �Nx;y24 ;b5 = �Qx;y13 �Qx;y24 ; b6 = Qx;y13 +Qx;y24 ;b7 = �2P x;y13 ; b8 = �2P x;y24 ;
ICMP{97{03E 36The coe�cients of the system of equations (5.5) are equal toc11 = �1=�+Qz14; c12 = Qz14 + P z14;c13 = Rz14; c14 = 0;c15 = �Mz14; c16 =Mz14;c17 = 0; c18 = �Nz14;c21 = Qz23 + P z23; c22 = �1=�+Qz23;c23 = 0; c24 = Rz23;c25 = �Mz23; c26 = 0;c27 =Mz23; c28 = �Nz23;c31 = Rz14 + 2Rz23 + 2Qz23; c32 = P z14 + P z23 +Qz14 +Qz23;c33 = �3=�+Qz14; c34 = P z23 +Qz23;c35 = �Lz23 �Mz23 �Nz14; c36 = Lz14;c37 =Mz23 +Nz23; c38 = �Lz23 �Mz14 �Mz23;c41 = P z14 + P z23 +Qz14 +Qz23; c42 = Rz23 + 2Rz14 + 2Qz14;c43 = P z14 +Qz14; c44 = �3=�+Qz23;c45 = �Lz14 �Mz14 �Nz23; c46 =Mz14 +Nz14;c47 = Lz23; c48 = �Lz14 �Mz14 �Mz23;c51 = �Lz23 �Nz14 �Mz23; c52 = �Lz14 �Nz23 �Mz14;c53 = �Mz14; c54 = �Mz23;c55 = �2=�+Rz23 +Rz14; c56 = �P z14;c57 = �P z23; c58 = Qz23 +Qz14;c61 = 2Mz23 + 2Nz23; c62 = 2Lz23;c63 = 0; c64 = 2Mz23;c65 = �2P z23; c66 = �2=�;c67 = 2Rz23; c68 = �2Qz23;c71 = 2Lz14; c72 = 2Mz14 + 2Nz14;c73 = 2Mz14; c74 = 0;c75 = �2P z14; c76 = 2Rz14;c77 = �2=�; c78 = �2Qz14;c81 = �Lz23 �Mz14 �Mz23; c82 = �Lz14 �Mz23 �Mz14;c83 = �Nz14; c84 = �Nz23;c85 = �Qz23 +Qz14; c86 = �Qz14;c87 = �Qz23; c88 = �2=�+Rz23 +Rz14;c1 = Lz14; c2 = Lz23;c3 = Nz14 +Mz14 +Mz23; c4 = Nz23 +Mz14 +Mz23;c5 = �Qz14 �Qz23; c6 = 2Qz23;c7 = 2Qz14; c8 = �P z14 � P z23:
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